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Total freedom
MultiCage is the wise solution for those who
live an active life. When the trip to nature
should work as smoothly as a transport inside
town. There is plenty of room for one or more
four-legged friends.

Load up and relax

Maximum safety 360°

The best way to take advantage of the
day is to get away. And everything goes so
much easier when the right equipment is
in place. MultiCage has been adapted to
be as flexible as possible, with solutions
that work both in your everyday life and
in your spare time. Smart features, solid
spaces and high security - making every
trip worth looking forward to.

A valuable cargo should be surrounded by safe
materials. Like all our transport cages, MultiCage
has therefore undergone rigorous crash tests at
RISE Research Institutes of Sweden. The tests
for MultiCage have been adapted to the cage size
and load without sacrificing its energy-absorbing
characteristics if the accident were to occur.
Thanks to its robust construction, it can withstand
massive impact from all directions - 360°.

The smart features make
MultiCage an obvious
choice. Thanks to the
stackable design, it is
possible to connect
several cages at both
height and width. In this
way, the cargo space can
be used to the maximum.

The built-in carrying
handles are out of the way
in retracted position but
simply fold out when you
need to lift. Quick fastening
for ratchet straps facilitates
a safe installation. It is
also possible to connect
MultiCages together.

MultiCage single comes with
one door and one fixed back
cover. If you want to be able to
reach your four-legged friend
from both sides, the double
cage is the right choice, where
you also have the opportunity
to divide the space into two
with a removable partition wall.
It can’t be more flexible!

Design shaped
by knowledge
MultiCage is created with
care. With over 30 years
of experience, we know
what it takes. The focus
is always on the user and
therefore every detail is
well thought out. Basically,
everything is only about
function and safety. And
of course, offering a safe
and comfortable place for
anyone who is close to you.

Adjustable divider

Retractable handles

Can be placed in three different
positions or as a fixed back cover

The carrying handles are out of
the way in retracted position

Ratchet straps
Classic 25mm ratchet straps
for secure clamping

Lock ready
Built in lock system
Key lock included

Door equipped
with gas spring

One-hand
quick release

Assists in keeping
the door open
when needed

Opens with ease thanks to
the one-hand quick release

MultiCage is prepared
for additional locks

MultiCage is stackable using its
anchoring tools

Where to place the MultiCage
in your vehicle

12”
300mm

Art. no
58100

Art. no
58101

MULTICAGE

MULTICAGE

ORIGINAL
SINGLE

Inner dimensions
Art. no

Article

56154
56160

ORIGINAL
DOUBLE

Outer dimensions

Depth

Width

Height

Depth

Width

Height

single M

28.7 | 730

21.3 | 540

21.3 | 540

31.1 | 790

25.0 | 635

21.3 | 540

single L

28.7 | 730

24.0 | 610

24.0 | 610

31.1 | 790

27.8 | 705

24.0 | 610

56175

single XL

34.6 | 880

29.3 | 745

29.5 | 750

37.0 | 940

33.1 | 840

29.5 | 750

56254

double M

42.1 | 1070

21.3 | 540

21.3 | 540

47.2 | 1200

25.0 | 635

21.3 | 540

56260

double L

42.1 | 1070

24.0 | 610

24.0 | 610

47.2 | 1200

27.8 | 705

24.0 | 610

56275

double XL

48.0 | 1220

29.3 | 745

29.5 | 750

53.1 | 1350

33.1 | 840

29.5 | 750

All measurements in inches | mm.

MIMsafe Collection

VarioCage

VarioBarrier

VarioGate

Top level safety and quality when
you go for a drive with man’s
best friend along in the car.

For your safety when various
equipment or the four pawed family
members are going to be in the car.

Provides an enclosed
space combined with the
VarioBarrier.

MultiCage

Care

The wise solution for those
who live an active life and
need extra space.

Design with care,
combines the highest
quality with stylish design.

Accessories
To make the equipment in
your car complete.

C o m f o rt a l l t h e way

For us, safety always come first, for both humans and pets. Therefore, are
our products comfortable, practical and steadily crash-tested. Because
every trip you make should be a great pleasure.

MIM Construction AB
www.mimsafe.se
+46(0)10-5500450

Policy for quality
We are committed to making
it possible for everyone to
enjoy safe transportation.

Myren 125
462 94 Frändefors
Sweden

Local dealer
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Safety first and foremost
Designing and manufacturing
safety since 1986.

